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0. Introduction 
Optimality Theory proposed by Prince and Smolensky (1993) enables us to overcome 
some of the shortcomings of rule-based approaches to language variation and language 
change, and suggests that a new explanatory model be necessary to account for phonological 
change and variation. In Optimality Theory logically possible output candidates from a 
single input are estimated and rated according to their success in complying with the 
ordered constraint set. The candidate that best satisfies the constraints is selected as the 
optimal one. It is argued that there is only one grammar or one fixed constraint ranking in a 
given language. Thus Optimality Theory seems not to account for multiple _optimal candidates 
or different acceptability among them. Guy ( 1997) points out that this theory cannot 
account for the irregularity or probability of phonological variation. 
Within Optimality Theory, two grammars may differ from each ·other only in their 
ranking of the same set of constraints. This suggests that most dialect speakers tend to 
possess a grammar of their standard language as well as that of the dialect. They have at 
least two grammars, or two different constraint rankings, and thus either phonologization 
or variation is created by the choice of one of the rankings or through the competition 
among different rankings. 
However, complete ranking has its price, as the addition of rankings complicates the 
grammar. The variation patterns are produced within one and the same grammar. Following 
this line, it is argued that there is no essential difference between categorical phenomena 
and variation. Thus, both categorical linguistic facts and variation follow from one and the 
same grammar expressed in a standard formalism. 
Among the optimality-theoretic approaches to variation, there are amilyses by relative 
ranking proposed by Golston and Wiese (1995), Hahn (1997), Jacobs (1995), Maglio 
(1996) and Walker (1998), by means of floating constrai~ts (Nagy and Reynolds 1997), by 
partial ranking advocated by Antilla and Cho ( 1997), by free ranking (Hayes 1997) and by 
contrastive· constraints (Yip 1996) and so on. 
The present paper is devoted to the analysis of phonological variation in Korean which 
is caused by vowel deletion, glide formation and glide insertion. These three phonological 
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operations are performed for the resolution of hiatus. In this paper I claim that the only 
possible source of difference is the ranking of constraints and that variation should be 
accounted for by reranking. I will show that variation is accounted for by multiple rankings 
which are derived from reranking of constraints. These rankings do not have equal phono-
logical status and they differ in their strength. Thus, there is a strength hierarchy between 
them. The hierarchy of the rankings is language specific in nature, but it reflects universality 
of phonological processes. The choice of the ranking strictly depends on the hierarchy of 
the ranking and causes phonological variation. Thus, the differences in acceptability among 
variants can be accounted for by the hierarchy of the rankings. 
This paper is organized as follows: in section 1 glide formation is discussed and section 
2 is devoted to glide insertion. In section 3 the discussion turns to vowel deletion and in 
section 4.1 the hierarchy of the rankings is proposed and it is shown that it explains the 
acceptability of each variants. In section 4.2 a basic factorial typology of hiatus avoiding 
mechanism is constructed and section 5 gives concluding remarks. 
1. Glide Formation 
In Korean, hiatus occurs when vowel final stems are followed by vowel initial suffixes. 
Hiatus is preserved and realized on the· surface, since Korean permits onsetless syllables. 
However, often Korean resolves the hiatus by using three different phonological processes 
such as glide formation , glide insertion and vowel deletion. In resolving the hiatus by 
glide formation, a stem final vowel changes into a glide and becomes an onset of the 
syllable which has a suffix initial vowel as nucleus. There are these two different surface 
forms in Korean which are derived from the same input form. 
The relevant data is listed in (1). 
(1) /kakku+d/-->[kakku~] or [kakkw~] "cultivate" 
/nanu+d/-->[nanu~] or [nanw~] "divide" 
/pumpi+d/-->[pampi~] or [pumpy~] "bustling" 
/chrnlki+~/ -->[chrnlgi~] or [chrnlgy~] "enjoy" (Lee 1979) 
Korean allows onsetless syllables. The examples in (1) show that each of the vowel forms 
a separate onsetless syllable when a vowel initial suffix is adjacents to a vowel final stem. 
In this case, the hiatus may be resolved by glide formation by which the stem final vowel 
changes into a glide. The glide derived from the stem vowel has no mora and is syllabified 
with the following suffix vowel. Note that glide formation does not cause compensatory 
lengthening in these two syllable stems followed by onsetless syllables. However, the 
vowel forms a new onsetful syllable with the preceding consonant when a vowel initial 
form is preceded by a consonant final word. 
In ( 1) the suffix vowel does not become long by associating with the mora de linked 
from the stem vowel. But the vowel in one syllable stem becomes a glide to avoid hiatus 
when a vowel final stem is followed by a vowel initial suffix , and the suffix vowel is 
lengthened that is resyllabified as a nucleus of the stem. If there is no compensatory 
lengthening in a new stem vowel, the derived word is judged as less acceptable. The 
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relevant examples are listed in (2). 
(2) lkku+~/-->[kku~] or [kkw~~] "dream" ? [kkw~] 
/tu~/-->[tu~] or [tw~~] "put" ? [tw~] 
/po+a!-->[poa] or [pwaa] "see" ? [pwa] 
(3) /kki~/-->[kki~] or [kky~~] "put on" 
/si~/-->[si~] or [sy~~] "sour" 
/tti~/-->[ti~] or [tty~~] "wear" 
(Lee 1979) 
(Lee 1979) 
As shown in (2), there are three possible surface forms. In some variants which avoid the 
vowel sequences by glide formation the vowels become. long or tense by compensatory 
lengthening, while in the other variants the vowels remain as short. In·(3) compensatory 
lengthening does not happen, though the stem vowels change into glides and lose their 
mora. This happens when the stem vowel is a high front vowel. 
The examples in ( 4) show that compensat~ry lengthening never fails to apply to a 
nucleus vowel when an underlying long stem vowel changes into a corresponding glide. 
The underlying long stem vowel is shortened in the surface form with hiatus, as in· [koa]. 
However, surface forms like [kooa] and .[kwa] cannot be surfaced. 
(4) /koo+a!-->[koa] or [kwaa] "boil" 
/ssoo+a!-->[ssoa] or [sswaa] "write" 
/ccoo+a!-->[ccoa] or [ccwaa] "pick" (Lee 1979) 
In ( 4) the stem in input has a bimoraic nucleus which is followed by a vowel initial suffix. 
From these input forms in (4) one bisyllabic surface form is derived as the result of losing 
one morae, while another bisyllabic form is surfaced by glide formation and compensatory 
lengthening, such as [kwaa]. Both surface forms lose one mora by obeying Foot Binarity 
constraint. 
Observe in the examples in (5) that there cannot be found a variant which has a glide 
plus long vowel. Only the variant without compensatory lengthening raises to the surface. 
The impossibility of this variant differentiate these examples from those which are listed in 
(2)-(4). 
(5) /ci+G/-->[ci~] or [cy~] "lose" 
/chi+G/-->[chi~] or [chy~] "slap" (Lee 1979) 
These monosyllabic input forms have affricate onsets and high front vowels. In Korean 
coronal consonant plus coronal glide sequence like[ cy~] and [ chy~] is prohibited in word-
initial position. It is yet to be accounted for why these variants are acceptable as an actual 
form. Furthermore, it is necessary to discuss how the variants which correspond to one 
input form listed in (1)-(5) can be picked up as a surface form. 
There are some languages where all syllables have onsets, and there are some languages 
where some syllables have onsets, but no language obliges syllabes to be onsetless. The 
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generalization that emerges is that Korean contrasts vowels with onsets and those without 
onsets. As is shown above, glide formation is trigggered by the necessity to provide an 
onset for an onsetless syllable whenever no underlying segment is present to fulfill this 
function. In the OT analysis proposed below, high ranking ONSET is shown to block or 
trigger processes such as glide formation, deletion, and segmental insertion. There is therefore 
no doubt that the Onset Principle is crucial for syllabification in Korean. In OT , the fact 
that a language has onsetless vowels is usually considered as strong evidence that ONSET 
is outranked in some contexts by faithfulness constraints such as MAX and DEP. 
The OT analysis of hiatus resolution including glide formation is performed by 
Kang(2000). Kang(2000) accounts for the variation in hiatus resolution by Output-Output 
correspondence theory proposed by Benua( 1997), and claims that the account for the 
speech-rate sensitive variation in resolving hiatus by trans-deirvational correspondence 
enables OTto observe one constraint ranking-per-language principle. However, this should 
be regarded as intra- or interspeaker variation and produced by the competition of different 
grammars. Thus, the reranking analysis can provide an appropriate account for the variation. 
In order to explain different acceptability among the variants I propose the hierarchy of 
partial constraint ranking.The present analysis shares the idea that dialectal variation in 
German depends on a degree of dominance between faithfulness and mark-edness 
constraints( Alber 200 1). 
The above shows that the following constraints in (6) are active in Korean. 
( 6) Constraints 
DEP: No insertion. 
MAX: No deletion. 
IDENT -ROOT: Correspondent roots should be identical. 
ONSET: No vowel-initial syllable. 
No-Long Vowel(No-LongV): Long vowels are not permitted. 
*FOOT: No monomoraic foot. 
DEP constraint prohibits glide insertion from resolving hiatus and MAX constraint prevent 
hiatus from resolving through vowel deletion. IDENT -ROOT constraint does not allow a 
root vowel to change into a glide, that is, it prohibits glide formation. All these constriants 
require to be faithful to input. ONSET does not permit onsetless syllables and No-LongV 
rejects a long or tense vowel. *Foot is a negative constraint that requires a bimoraic foot. 
The preference of the Korean suffix to be next to a stem-final position is illustrated in all 
examples where hiatus context between stem and suffix is preserved. However, it is in this 
case that the onset requirement cannot be met, because of the enforcement of faithfulness 
constraints which prohibit an onsetful syllable. In OT, this indicates that DEP, MAX and 
IDENT take precedence over ONSET. Given this ranking, the output with a vowel sequence 
can be realized. The following tableau indicates how the selection of the optimal output 
would be determined. 
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(7) 
/po+a/ DEP . MAX IDENT-ROOT ONSET MAXil NO-longV 
rara.poa * 
b.pa *! * * 
c. powa *! : : : 
d.pwa *! * . 
e. pwaa *! * 
The tableau in (7) demonstrates the domination of ONSET by faithfulness constraints, 
DEP, MAX AND IDENT-ROOT. According of this tableau, the violations of the faithfulness 
constraints disqualifies these candidates. The second candidate cannot satisfy MAX and 
MAX-Jl constraints because of the deletion of the root vowel. IDENT-ROOT is also 
violated by this candidate because the root vowel /o/ turns into /a/. The change of the root 
vowel /o/ to the glide /w/ in the fourth and fifth candidates is not allowed, since IDENT-ROOT 
is highly ranked. DEP violations are not possible, as demonstrated by the unacceptability 
of the third candidate. The preferred form is tlie first one, which obeys the high ranking 
constraints. 
Korean have options in order to resolve hiatus, as was demonstrated in the examples 
cited above. One of the options is that a root vowel is changed to a glide and a suffix 
, vowel is syllabified as a nucleus of a derived form. In this option the priority of ONSET is · 
demonstrated in syllabification, but ONSET does not force epenthesis nor vowel deletion. 
Thus ONSET is still outranked by DEP and MAX. However, because of ONSET -induced 
glide formation, IDENT -ROOT is crucially dominated. The following tableau shows that 
IDENT-ROOT is outranked by ONSET. 
(8) 
/po+a/ DEP :MAX ONSET IDENT-R *FOOT MAX-J.l No-LongV 
a.poa : ~! : 
b.pa *! * * * 
c. powa *! 
d.pwa : * *! * : 
Gre. pwaa * * 
In the tableau (8) *FOOT is crucially ranked higher than No-LongV. Candidate (8e) ties 
(8d) in the violation of IDENT-ROOT. (8e) wins because it incurs no *FOOT violation. 
On the other hand, (8d), the most serious competing candidate with the short vowel, fatally 
violates No-LongV. Other candidates (8a,b, c) fatally violate DEP, MAX or ONSET, the 
three most crucially dominating constraints. 
Monosyllabic, and bimoraic, roots lose one mora when they are followed by vowel-initial 
suffixes. The preservation of the bimoraicity in this case results in the violation of the 
constraint *FOOT. The bimoraic forms with hiatus satisfy the faithful requirement by 
inducing a violation of ONSET. This is shown in (9). 
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(9) 
lkoo+a! DEP MAX IDENT-R ONSET *FOOT MAX-~ : No-LongV 
Gra. koa * * 
b.kooa : * *! : * 
c. koowa *! 
d.kwa *! * ** 
e. kwaa *! ** 
The failed candidates in (9c, d, e) all violate DEP or IDENT-ROOT and another failed 
candidate, competing with the optimal candidate, violates *FOOT in addition to ONSET 
because it consists of trimoraic syllable as well as the vowel sequence, while the winner 
violates both ONSET and MAX-J.L, ranking lower than *FOOT, since it has the hiatus 
context and loses one mora. 
Input forms like in (9) consistof bimoraic monosyllable plus a onsetless syllable. In this 
case the preference of onsetful syllable to onsetless syllable is fulfilled by IDENT-ROOT 
ranking lower than ONSET. The optimal candidate satisfies bimoraicity, as shown in the 
following tableau: 
(1 0) 
!koo+a! DEP MAX ONSET IDENT-R *FOOT MAX-~ : No-LongV 
a.koa : *! * : 
b.kooa *! * * 
c. koowa *! : : 
d.kwa * *! ** 
Gre. kwaa * * * 
In this tableau *FOOT is ranked higher than No-LongV. Candidates (lOa, b) equally 
violate ONSET because they contain the onsetless syllables. (lOa) also violates MAX-J.L 
because it loses one mora and (lOb) violates *FOOTbecause its foot contains three mora. 
Candidates (lOd, e) violate IDENT-ROOT because the input vowel /o/ turns into the glide 
in the output. Thus candidates (lOa,b) are not optimal since ONSET is ranked higher than 
IDENT-ROOT. Candidate (lOc) fatally violates DEP because the hiatus is resolved by a 
glide /w/. (lOd) is not optimal as it incurs the violation of *FOOT, ranking higher than 
MAX-J.L. Therefore (lOe) is optimal because it satisfies *FOOT though it violates No-LongV 
and MAX -J.L. The variation caused by glide formation can be accounted for by reranking 
between IDENT-ROOT and ONSET. 
We can find one of the acceptable surface forms which does not contain a long vowel, 
though the stem vowel changes to the glide. In tableau (11), No-LongV is ranked higher 
than *FOOT, since a form with bimoraic foot is not optimal. This is shown in (11) below. 
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(11) 
/ci-t'd/ DEP MAX ONSET !DENT-ROOT No-LongV *FOOT 
a.c~ *! 
b. C) : *! * 
c. ci)'d *! 
d.cy~~ * *! 
Gre.c)'d . * * 
To avoid an onsetless syllable, ONSET is ranked higher than IDENT-ROOT, and 
compensatory vowellenghtening is barred by No-LongV, ranking higher than *FOOT. 
Thus onsetless canditate (11a) and candidate (11d) with a long vowel are not optimal. 
Violating DEP and MAX in order to satisfy ONSET is not an option, as shown by (11). By 
satisfying No-LongV, (11e) fares better than (11d), which makes it the winner because 
they tie with respect to IDENT -ROOT violation. 
The discussion turns to the account of the variation seen in abisyllabic stem which is 
followed by a vowel initial suffix. In this case, "one of the possible actual forms is faithful 
to the input and retains the onsetless syllable, as shown in canditate (12a) . This candidate 
is evaluated as the optimal by following the same course as in tableau (7). In (12), the 
application of glide formation to the second stem vowel is one of the two possible options 
in order to resolve the hiatus, as shown by the optimal (12d), without causing violations of 
*FOOT and No-LongV. 
(12 
/nanu-k:)/ DEP: MAX ONSET IDENT-R *FOOT No-LongV :MAX-J..l 
a.nanrn : *! * 
b. nan~ *! * 
c. nanuw~ *! * 
Grd.nan\Vd : * _:_ * 
e. nanw~~ * *! * 
In tableau (12) *FOOT ranks above No-LongV, which achieves the desired result of 
having one bimoraic foot per word. The best-formed output is (12d), with the onset syllables 
and the bimoraic foot. It contrasts with (12e), which is not optimal b~cause of the trimoraic 
foot though both (12d) and (12e) violate IDENT-ROOT. (12a) fails because of the onsetless 
syllable. (12b) is ruled out because of the deletion of the stem vowel /u/ and (12c) is also 
ill-formed because of the inserted glide /w/ before the suffix vowel. 
There is a case in which a vowel sequence never fails to be resolved whenever it occurs 
in the input and there is no compensatory vowel lengthening in the output. This means that 
there is no variation in this case, since a form with hiatus is not permitted. The relevant 
examples are cited in (13). Unless the hiatus is not resolved, two adjacent onsetless syllables 
are on the surface form. 
(13) /meu-t'd/ -->[mew~] "spicy" 
. /ssau-t'd/ -->[ssaw~]"fight" 
loa! -->[wa] "come" 
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(Lee 1979) 
These data show that the stem consists of two syllables and one of them is onsetless. The 
application of glide formation to these input forms is obligatory. The onsetless stem vowel 
is realized as a glide which serves as the onset of a derived syllable, satisfying the constraint 
ONSET. The following tableau illustrates how the optimal form is chosen: 
(14 
/meu-Kl/ DEP :MAX ONSET IDENT-R *FOOT MAX-Jl No-LongV 
Gra. mewg : * * : 
b.mem *!* * 
c. meuwg *! * * 
d. mWdd : *! * * : * 
e. mewgg * *! * 
Candidate (14b), in which the second and the third syllable are onsetless, incurs a fatal 
violation of the ONSET constraint. Candidate (14c), in which /w/ is epenthesized, is ruled 
out because it incurs a fatal violation of high-ranking DEP. Canditate ( 14d), in which the 
stem vowel /e/ is deleted, is excluded because of a violation of higher-ranked MAX. 
Candidate (14a) and (14e) tie with respect to a violation of IDENT-R. Canditate (14e), in 
which the foot has three mora, incurs a·violation of *FOOT, ranking higher than MAX-J.L 
which canditate ( 14a) violates because the three mora in the input is reduced to two mora. 
Thus (14a) emerges as optimal. 
It is clear from the data in (13) that Korean must have the constraint ranking discussed 
in (14) along with the minimally different ranking which evaluates the output with hiatus 
as optimal. It is important to note that the ranking iri ( 14) is essential not only as a core, but 
also to account for the variation between the forms with hiatus and the corrseponding 
onsetful forms. Thus, it cannot be argued that the ranking ONSET>>IDENT-R is limited 
to account for phonetic variation depending on speech rates or for ideolectal and dialectal 
variation. This fact might pose a serious problem to the transderivational analysis of glide 
formation performed by Kang (2000) and her Claim that the realization of a form without 
hiatus is highly speech-rate sensitive. 
The conclusion drawn on the basis of this case carries over to the strong premise that a 
grammar of a language consits of only one fixed constraint ranking. However, if the above 
argument that is correct, the phonology of Korean must have at least two distinct rankings. 
Thus the premise of one ranking per grammar seems to be too strong. 
Based on the analysis in this section, three different constraint rankings are active in 
Korean and cause the surface variation. In (15) the rankings of constraints are summarised. 
The ranking (15a) chooses the output faithful to the input as the optimal. Both (15b) and 
(15c) force a vowel sequence in the input to be resolved by glide formation. 
(15) 
a. DEP, MAX>> IDENT-R >>ONSET>> *FOOT >> No-LongV, MAX-J.L 
b. DEP, MAX>> ONSET>> IDENT-R >>*FOOT >> No-LongV, MAX-J.L 
c. DEP, MAX>> ONSET >> IDENT-R >> No-LongV >> *FOOT, MAX-J.L 
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By the ranking (15c), the output, which a mora in the input is deleted and violates *FOOT, 
emerges as the optimal. The delinked mora is prohibited to associate a vowel on its right 
by No-LongV, ranking higher than *FOOT. Lee (1976) points out that it is only a small 
number of particular lexicon to which compensatory lengthening is prevented from applying 
in spite of the application of glide formation. In Korean, vowel length is not distinctive and 
the first syllable of a word tends to be tense or long. Thus, we cannot find any evidence to 
show that the ranking (15c) serves to estimate candidates. 
2. Glide Insertion 
In this section we will discuss the resolution of hiatus by inserting a glide. Glide 
insertion is one of the three ways to resolve hiatus in Korean and a glide is inserted 
between a stem-final vowel and a suffix-initial vowel. The inserted glides depend on the 
quality of the stem-final vowel: /y/ is inserted after a stem-final front vowel, while /w/ is 
inserted when a stem-final vowel is back. Note that surface forms with inserted glide are 
said to have a lower acceptability (Lee 1979). The relevant examples are listed in (16). A 
question mark in the example indicates that it is judged not to be fully well-formed. 
(16) /pi-1-'d/-->[pi~] or ?[piy~] "empty" · 
!ki-1-'d/-->[ki~] or ?[kiy~] "crawl" 
/namu+e/-->[namue] or ?[namuwe] "into the tree" 
(Lee 1979) 
In ( 16) there are two variants on the right of the arrow. One of them consists of two 
syllables one of which is onsetless. The other is bisyllabic and has no vowel sequence by 
inserting a glide. This means that the output without hiatus violates DEP constraint. 
The output with hiatus is fully acceptable. This is shown in the tableau (17). The hiatus 
in the input is preserved by faithfulness constraints ranking higher than ONSET. The 
winning candidates violates ONSET only. 
(17 
/pi-1-'d/ DEP lMAX IDENT-R ONSET *FOOT MAX-Jl : No-LongV 
~a. pi~ : * : 
b.py~ *! * * 
c. piyg *! 
d.py~~ *! * I 
The tableau in (17) demonstrates that the violations ofiDENT-ROOT and DEP are driven 
by ONSET. While the three candidates in (17) satisfy ONSET, one violates DEP, and the 
others violate INDET -ROOT. These violations are fatal. 
An attempt to resolve hiatus by inserting a glide in (16) would result in violation of 
DEP. Without recourse to unfavorable Output-Output correspondence, constraint reranking 
is the best way to accout for the resolution of hiatus by glide insertion. As is shown in (18), 
DEP constraint is crucially dominated by both IDENT-ROOT and ONSET. 
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(18) 
/pi;-g/ MAX IDENT-R ONSET DEP *FOOT MAX-1-L : No-LongV 
a. pi~ *! 
b.py~ *! * * : 
rFc. piy~ * 
d.py~~ *! * 
The winner violates only DEP. The other failed candidates violate !DENT-ROOT and 
ONSET, ranking higher than DEP. Candidates (18b, d) fatally violate !DENT-ROOT to 
satisfy ONSET, since the stem vowels tum into glides. Candidate (18a) is ruled out by a 
violation of ONSET, though it satisfy all other constraints. 
From the discussion above, the ranking in (19) functions in Korean phonology to 
estimate a form as the optimal in which a glide is epenthesized between stem and suffix. 
(19) MAX>> IDENT-R >>ONSET>> DEP >> *FOOT>> MAX-J.l, No-LongV 
DEP plays a crucial role in the epenthesized output, which satisfies the foot requirement. 
Dep constraint demotes below ONSET beyond !DENT-ROOT. Thus, this is not the reranking 
between the adjacent ranked constraint~ The low acceptablity of the optimal form in (18) 
might be one of the reasons that it is evaluated by this nonadjacent reranking. If this is the 
case, this fact suggests that there might be a difference in the preference among constraint 
rankings. This leads us to assume that there is a strong hierarchy among constraint rankings 
discussed so far. That is, the hierarchical relationship is assumed among the ranking 
proposed in (15) and (19). These four different rankings are not the same status in Korean 
phonology. This will be discussed later. 
The next section will be devoted to a discussion about vowel deletion. 
3. Vowel Deletion 
In this section we will discuss the third option of resolving hiatus that is available in 
Korean. This option is to delete one of the vowels in hiatus context. When !rul occurs 
before or after other vowels, /w/ cannot fail to be deleted, whether it is a stem vowel or a 
suffix vowel. When a stem vowel is a low vowel and cannot turn into a glide, a following 
suffix vowel is deleted. In this case no vowel is lengthened by associating with a delinked 
mora, that is, compensatory lengthening. 
The relevant form and variants is exemplified in (20). 
(20) a. /sSUI+~ /-->[s~]"use"; lka+al-->[ka] "go"; lkhy~;.g I -->[khyg] "light" 
b. /ttee;-g 1-->[tt~] or [ttey~] or [ttee] "part" 
c. /phre+d /-->[phre~] or [phrey~] or [phre] "strike" 
d. /phrere+~ I -->[phre~] or [phrey~] or [phrere] "chop" 
(Lee 1979) 
In (20a) the stem vowel !rul of the input /ssw+~ I is deleted. The second and third examples 
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in (20a) demonstrate that the stem has the same vowel as the suffix. From observation of 
the examples in (20b ), (20c) and (20d) it is clear that the suffix vowels are deleted and the 
stem vowel in input has the same quantity as the corresponding vowel in output. In (20b, c, 
d) the suffix vowel /-;;,/ is deleted. Glide insertion applied to these input forms, since the 
stem vowels /et·and Ire/ cannot tum into glides. However, one of the variants in (20b) and 
(20d) is derived by the application of compensatory lengthening after vowel deletion, 
unlike (20a) and (20c ). 
To account for the examples in (20) a new constraint need to be introduced which 
requires any element and feature content in affix not to be deleted or changed. The 
constraint IDENT-ROOT implies affix-targeting faithful constraint .The constraint is defined 
as follows: 
(21) IDENT-AFFIX: Correspondent affixes should be identical. 
McCarth and Prince (1995) propose that Root-faithfulness is distinct from Affix-faithfulness. 
They mention that morphological affixes are phonologically unmarked with respect to 
roots. The constraint in (21) explains that affixes display a less marked, more restricted 
segmental inventory than roots by ranking lower than IDENT-ROOT. They propose a 
universally fixed ranking between these two faithfulness constraints which is ROOTFAITH 
>> AFFIXFAITH. This universal ranking is called 'Root-Affix Faithfulness Metaconstraint' 
(McCarthy and Prince1995) . 
. The leftmost example in (20a) should first be discussed. In this case, the stem vowel is 
deleted and the optimal form violates IDENT-ROOT. Korean has a markedness constraint 
*wVwhich is undominated. Thus, any candidate is excluded by violating this constraint 
and a sequence of w V is never surfaced. This example can be accounted for by the ranking 
*rnV>>DEP>>IDENT -R>>ONSET>>MAX>>No-LongV. 
An attempt to resolve hiatus by deleting a vowel in (20) would result in violation of 
MAX. Without recourse to Output-Output faithfulness constraints, constraint rt:ranking is 
the best way to accout for the resolution of hiatus by vowel deletion as well as glide 
insertion. As is shown in (22), MAX constraint is crucially dominated by both IDENT-ROOT 
and ONSET. 
(22) 
/khy-;;,+g I DEP IDENT-R ONSET MAX No-LongV *FOOT ! MAX-~ 
a.khy-;;,-;;, * *! 
b. khy'd.'d *! 
tarc.khy-;;, * * * 
In (22a) the suffix vowel is deleted and the stem vowel is lengthened by compensatory 
lengthening. Thus, candidate in (22a) violates MAX and No-LongV. (22b) violates ONSET 
and is non-optimal because it has an onsetless syllable. In (22c) a vowel is deleted and the 
stem vowel is realized as a short vowel. Candidate in (22c) violates MAX, *FOOT and 
MAXii. (22c), with a monomoraic vowel, is most harmonic because a bimoraic vowel in 
(22a) fatally violates No-LongV, ranking higher than *FOOT. The ranking IDENT-R, 
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ONSET>>MAX account for the fact that Korean takes advantage of vowel deletion to 
resolve a sequence of vowels. 
Next we discuss forms with a long stem vowel. In tableau (23) the winning cadidate 
violates ONSET under the pressure of faithfulness constraints and also violates MAX-J..L 
under the pressure of *FOOT. Candidate in (23b) commits the fatal violation of DEP. 
(23c) is ruled out by a violaton of !DENT-AFFIX because the input suffix vowel !dl is 
changed into lei. (23d) is faithful to the input, but it violates both ONSET and *FOOT. 
This candidate is non-optimal because *FOOT is ranked higher than MAX-m. 
(23) 
lttee;-g I DEP l MAX IDENT-R IDENT-A ONSET *FOOT MAX-11 l No-LongV 
Gra. tte.g * * 
b. tte}d *! * 
c. tte.e : *! * * : 
d. ttee.g * *! * 
The ranking in (23) is the same as that in (15a). Thus the ranking in (15a) can account for 
forms with hiatus. 
In tableau (24) the failed candidate in (23a) violates ONSET and the candidate (23b) 
commits a violation ofDEP. The other failed candidate, (23c), fatally violates !DENT-AFFIX. 
The winning candidate (23d) violates MAX. 
(24) 
lttee+g I DEP IDENT-R IDENT-A ONSET MAX *FOOT MAX-11: No-LongV 
a. tte.g *! * : 
b. tte}d *! * 
c. tte.e *! * * : 
Grd. ttee * * * 
All candidates in (24) violate MAX -J..L, since in each case the three mora in input are 
reduced to two mora. To satisfy MAX-m the violations of both ONSET and *FOOT is 
incurred, which is in this case fatal. The optimal candidate (23d) crucially shows that 
MAX ranks lower than ONSET. 
Finally the following tableau (25) demonstrates that the ranking in (22) can account for 
variants formed by deleting a suffix vowel. No-LongV has to outrank *FOOT, which rules 
out a bimoraic word. 
(25) 
lphre+g I DEP IDENT-R ONSET MAX No-LongV *FOOT : MAX-11 
Gra. ph::e * * : * 
b. ph::eyg *! 
c. ph::e.g *! 
d. ph::e::e * : *! 
In (25) MAX is crucially dominated by ONSET. The candidate (25b), in which lyl is 
epenthsized, is ruled out because it incurs a fatal violation of high-ranking DEP. (25c) 
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commits a fatal violation of ONSET. (25a) and (25d) violate MAX because the suffix 
vowel is deleted. The candidate (25a) emerges as optimal, while the candidate (25d) is 
ruled out by its violation ofNo-LongV, ranking higher than *FOOT. 
In (26) we summarise the rankings relevant for explaining surface forms in which 
underlying suffix vowels are deleted. 
(26) 
a. DEP>>IDENT-R>>IDENT-A>>ONSET>>MAX>>*FOOT>>MAX-J.l,No-LongV 
b. DEP >>IDENT-R>>IDENT-A>> ONSET >>MAX >>No-LongV>>*FOOT, MAX-J.l 
The ranking in (26a) estimates bimoraic words as the optimal, while the ranking in (26b) 
picks monomoraic words as the optimal. In (26) MAX plays a crucial role in the output 
which is derived by deleting underlying suffix vowels. MAX constraint has to be dominated 
by ONSET. 
4. Variation and a Preference Hierarchy of Ranking 
In the previous chapter it was shown that each variant is realized as the optimal form 
which is estimated by distinct rankings. In this section I will show how variation occurs 
and why there is the variation of the de.gree of acceptability among variants. To explain 
these two points it is essential to clarify the properties of reranked · constraints and the 
relationship between each constraint ranking and the universality of the phonological 
processes. In addition, factorial typology needs to be taken into consideration. In section 
4.1 the status of each ranking above is discussed and a preference hierarchy between them 
is proposed. In section 4.2 a basic factorial typology of resolving hiatus is considered. 
4.1 Hierarchial Relationship between Rankings 
It is appropriate to discussion to list all the constraint rankings which need to account 
for variaton in the previous section. The constraint rankings can be grouped into two 
subgroups. The basic ranking. in (27a) is to evaluate forms with hiatus as the optimal. The 
ranking in (27b, e) picks up as the optimal the output in which underlying stem vowels tum 
into glides. By the ranking in (27c) the epenthesized output emerges as optimal and by the 
ranking (27 d, f) the output with deleted suffix vowel is selected as the optimal. 
(27) a. DEP , MAX>>IDENT -R>>IDENT -A>> ONSET>> *FOOT>> No-LongV, MAX -11 
b. DEP, MAX >>ONSET>> IDENT-R >>IDENT-A >>*FOOT >>No-LongV, MAX-J.L 
c. MAX>> IDENT-R >>IDENT-A >>ONSET>> DEP >> *FOOT>> MAX-Jl, No-LongV 
d. DEP >> IDENT-R >> IDENT-A >>ONSET>> MAX>>*FOOT>>MAX-J!,No-LongV 
e. DEP, MAX >>ONSET>> IDENT-R >>IDENT-A >> No-LongV>> *FOOT, MAX-Jl 
f. DEP >>IDENT-R>>IDENT-A>> ONSET >>MAX >>No-LongV>>*FOOT, MAX-Jl 
In the rankings (27e) and (27f) No-LongV dominates *FOOT. This ranking prohibits the 
unassociated mora of a deleted vowel from being linked to its adjacent vowel. The vowel 
is not associated with the free mora. The surfaced vowel is faithful to its underlying 
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vowel in quantity, since it is not augmented by compensatory lengthening. This indicates 
that monomoraic words are possible in Korean. 
As the data in (2) indicate, it is clear that there is a degree of acceptability or 
well-formedness among the variants. It can be claimed that each of the six constraint 
rankings in (27) does not have equal phonological status as evatuation measure. On the 
basis of the different preference in rankings and our discussion that variaton is caused by 
multiple constraint rankings which stem from reranking of faithfulness constraints, I propose 
that there is a preference hierarchy among constraint rankings which account for variants. 
This strength hierarchy can account for a degree of acceptability among variants. 
For Korean language to permit hiatus, the ranking in (27a) is more preferable to the 
other five rankings. The examples in (2) argue that the ranking in (27 c) is less preferable to 
(27a, b, d). The ranking (27e) has a fewer chance to function than the others, since its 
estimation is lexically limited, as shown in (5). The ranking (27f) also has a little chance 
to play a role in evaluation. Thus the following strength hierarchy between the six rankings 
in (27) is proposed for Korean: 
(28) a. DEP, MAX >>IDENT >>ONSET 
b. DEP, MAX »ONSE~-~~-~--"'---~s 
d. DEP >> IDENT >>ONSET>> MAX 
~ 
e. DEP, MAX >>ONSET>> !DENT >>No-LongV ~ c. MAX>> IDENT» ONSET>> DEP 
e. DEP , MAX >>ONSET>> IDENT >>No-LongV 
In (28) an arrow indicates a hierarchical relation between rankings that the ranking (28a) is 
preferred to the ranking (28b) and (28d) and a dotted arrow indicates that there is a relation 
of dominance only between these two rankings, that is, the ranking (28e) consists of the 
subclass of the ranking (28b). The ranking (28a) dominates both (28b) and (28d). This 
ranking accounts for the fact that the ranking (28d) is chosen because a [+low] stem vowel 
adjacent to a suffix vowel cannot become a glide. Korean is a language in which glide 
formation is a primary option to resolve hiatus and prefers the loss of morphological 
information by suffix vowel deletion to the loss of the morphonogical identity by glide 
insertion. 
It is clear from the observation of the following data in (29) that each of the rankings in 
(27) has its own status in Korean phonology. The data in (29) are a report of the acceptability 
of the variants by ten graduate Korean students. The figure in the bracket indicates the 
number of the students who judge the targeted output as less acceptable. It is important to 
note that no students estimate both forms as less acceptable. The data in (29a, b) are 
variants derived by glide formation. The data in (29c, d) are forms to which vowel deletion 
applied and the data (29e, f) include the output derived by vowel deletion and glide 
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insertion. The last examples in (29g) illustrate forms derived by glide insertion. 
(29) a. [kku~] (1), [kkw~~](O), [kkw~](2) "dream" ; [tu~] (1), [tw~~](O), [tw~](2) "put"; 
[poa] (1), [pwaa](O), [pwa](2) "see" (=(2)) 
b. [ci~](2), [cy~](l), [cy~~](2)"lose"; [chi~](2), [chy~](1), [chy~~](2) "slap"(=(5)) 
c. [s~](O); [ss~~](3) "use" (=(20a)) 
d. lka+a/-->[ka] (2); [kaa](1) "go" ; [khy~](2), [khy~~] (1) "light" (=(20a)) 
e. /ttee-k} /-->[ttey~ ](3); [ttee](3) "part" ; 
/phrere+~ I -->[phrey~] (6), [phrere] (3) "chop" (=(20b,d)) 
f. /phre+~ /-->[ph~](1), [phrey~] (6), [phre] (3) "strike" (=(20c)) 
g. [piy~](3) "empty" ; [kiy~](3) "crawl" (=(16)) 
Note that all the data except [phrey~] in (28e, f) are judged as acceptable by most of the 
· speakers, while almost all variatnts are considered not to be well-formed by some speakers. 
From the data in (29b, c, f), It follows that the ranking (27e) plays a role in Korean 
phonology. It is only applied to lexical items with specific environments. The other data 
show that the forms which violate *FOOT is less acceptable than those which satisfy the 
constraint *FOOT. These data in (28e, f, g) indicate that the output forms with inserted 
glide are judged as less acceptable. 
The intresting point is that the judgements by native speakers in (28) clearly shows their · 
indifference to vowel quantity. This observation suggests that there is no phonological 
distinction between short and long vowels, especially in a word-initial syllable. The speakers' 
judgements also suggest that there is a degree of preference in the process which resolves 
a sequence of vowels. Glide formation is prefered to glide insertion and vowel deletion, 
and in tum glide insertion is regarded as a last resort. The proposed hierarchy of the 
ranking in (28) can account for the grammar or intuition of native speakers of Korean, 
though the information in (29) can give only tendencies in native speakers. 
The hierarcy of ranking proposed in (28) is language-specific, but the rankings reflect 
language universal. The ranking in a lower status might play a role in evaluating candidates, 
depending on pragmatic conditions as well as phonological or morphological conditions. 
It should be noted that all these six rankings are not included in the grammar of native 
speakers. It might be possible to explain a degree of probability or the frequency of the 
occurrence of variants by the number of the ranking and their priority. Finally, it is clained 
that transderivational approaches to variation cannot account for the phonologcal status of 
constraint rankings or the degree of acceptability of each variant or optimal form. 
4.2 Basic Factorial Typology 
In this section we will discuss factorial typology in resolving hiatus. The phonology of 
resolving hiatus is investigated in detail by Casali (1996). In his dissertation he argues 
through the investigation of wordwide languages that there are four different ways to 
resolve hiatus: Vowel Elision, Glide Formation, Epenthesis and Coalescence. 
The useful way of examining the phonological status of Korean is the construction of 
factorial typologies. Comparing these factorial typologies on the criterion of the ways of 
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resolving hiatus in Korean matches those of the other languages, we may find reasons why 
Korean speakers prefer one of the hierarchies over the other. 
A factorial typology arises from the permutation of a set of constraints. Considering the 
number of logically possible rankings is no simple matter, as with six constraints, the 
number of rankings is 720 and the number of logically possible hierarchies is 720!. However, 
the number of actual patterns is far smaller, owing to the fact that distinct rankings produce 
the same patterns and that there are phonologically unattested hierarchies. In the case of 
resolving hiatus, it is unnecessary to discuss a ranking Faithfulness >> ONSET which 
requires hiatus to be preserved. If a given language permits onsetless syllables, the language 
is sure to have this ranking. 
Our discussion turns to possible rankings to resolve a sequence of vowels. Here the 
factorial typology will be considered and the effect of stem-to-affix alignment will be 
ignored. We first consider the basic typology, resulting from the reranking of four constraints 
(DEP, MAX, IDENT, ONSET). These constraints allow for 24 logically possible rankings. 
These 24 logically possible rankings produce only four distinct patterns, as illustrated in 
(30). In (30) G represent a glide andY stands for a vowel. 
(30) a. MAX, DEP, IDENT >> ONSET (VV is the optimal) 
b. MAX, DEP, ONSET>> IDENT (GV or V12 is the optimal) 
c. MAX, ONSET, IDENT >> DEP (VGV is the optimal) 
d. DEP, ONSET, IDENT >> MAX (V1 or V 2 is the optimal) 
Each of the ranking in (30) produces six identical patterns. Below I will expand this basic 
typology by introducing positional faithfulness constraints and MAX-1-L· Align-X produces 
edge effects. When hiatus to be resolved occurs at morpheme boundary, MAX-POSITION 
is violated by deleting a stem vowel or by vowel coalescence. The ranking (30a) has no 
chance to produce any pattern, while the ranking (30b) could produce three patterns by the 
constraint *FOOT and the subconstraints of IDENT. The ranking (30c) produces at· least 
two patterns by markedness constraints concerning epenthetic segments and the ranking 
(30d) could produce two patterns by positional faithfulness constraints or IDENT -ROOT(F). 
We have already discussed some variants which are derived in Korean. Three other attested 
patterns will be discussed: epenthesis, deletion and coalescence. 
Variation arises when one epenthetic segment is preferred to the other segments. The 
variants have been discussed when a glide is epenthsized. In certain languages, for example 
Arabic, a glottal stop is epenthsized. This pattern can be accounted for by ranking 
*Margin/ glide above *Margin/[ constricted glottis]. 
(31) a. *Margin/glide: Glides is not permitted as Margin. 
b. *Margin/[c.g.] :A glottal stop is not Margin. 
The tableau in (32) illustrates the epenthesis of a glottal stop in a hypothetical example. 
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(32) 
/pi~/ MAX ~ IDENT ~ ONSET DEP *M/glide *M/[c.g.] 
a. pi~ : : *! 
b. piy~ * *! 
r:rc. pi?~ ' * * 
There are the directional asymmetries related to vowel deletion. Beckman (1998) argues 
that segments in certain prominent positions are more resistant to deletion, and proposed a 
family of position-sensitive constraints. As seen above, the loss of root vowels is rarer 
than that of affix vowels. In the case of morpheme-initial position, the deletion of vowels 
may be less common in morpheme-initial position. Corresponding to these positions are 
MAX""'POSITION constraints in (33): 
(33) a. MAX-ROOT-VOWEL(MAX-RV): Do not delete root vowels. 
b. MAX-MORPHEME(MAX-M): Do not ~elete a morpheme-initial segment. 
The deletion of a stem vowel at stem-suffix boundary is a quite rare. It occurs before a 
specific suffixes or when suffixes consist of a single vowel, as seen in Daga, a language of 
Papua New Guinea (Beckman 1998; 40). To account for this process, a new positional 
MAX constraint is required which preserves monosegmental morphemes. Both the preceding 
and following vowel in hiatus are possibley deleted in Chichewa, a Bantu language spoken 
in Malawi. As discussed in the previous section, MAX-RV is ranked higher than MAX-M. 
The deletion of a suffix vowel in hiatus is shown in (34 ) .. The data in (34) and (35) are 
cited from Beckman(1998; 34) 
(34) bombo-awa -> bombowa "this man" 
/bombo-awal DEP : IDENT : ONSET MAX-RV MAX-M 
a. bombawa *! 
r:rb. bombowa ' * 
c. bomboawa ' *! 
In tableau (35) hiatus arises when two prefixes are connected. In this case, MAX-RV is 
not violated even though both prefix vowels are elided. MAX constraint is universally 
outranked by MAX-M. In languages in.which the preceding vowel in hiatus is always 
deleted, MAX-M is ranked above MAX-RV. Shona is said to be one of these languages 
(Beckman 1998). 
(35) zi-a-gona -> zagona "they have slept" 
/zi-a-gona/ DEP ~ IDENT ~ ONSET MAX-RV MAX-M MAX 
r:ra.zagona * 
b. zigona *! * 
c.zyagona : *! 
Finally a violation of IDENT arises when a vowel turns into a glide or two adjacent 
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vowels fuse into a single vowel. Thus, glide formation and coalescence cause a violation 
of MAX -J.L. Here only vowel coalescence will be discussed, since glide formation has been 
treated in the previous section. In coalescence, some vowel features of the input is not 
preserved in the output and some features are preserved. Thus, coalescence involves loss of 
and preservation of some features of each vowel. For instance, when the input sequence 
le+ul and /u+e/ are both realized as [o:], the features [-high] and [+back] are preserved in 
the output. [-high] is preserved in preference to [+high] by ranking IDENT[-high] above 
IDENT[+high], while [+back] is preserved in preference to [-back] by ranking IDENT[+back] 
above IDENT[-back]. This pattern is found in Afar, an Afro-asiastic language(Beckman 
1998). 
According to Beckman (1998), surface realizations in Afar involving all the pairs of 
input of vowels do not depend on the linear order of the vowels in the input. The full set of 
realizations for all possible combinations of Afar vowels is shown in (36): 
(36) a. iV, Vi-> V (where Vis /a/, /e/, /of, or lui) 
b. uV, Vu -> V (where Vis /a/ or !of)· 
c. eV, Ve -> V (where Vis /a/ or /o/) 
d. eu, ue -> o 
e. ao, oa ->a 
Note that any combination involving the vowel /a/ is realized as [a]. This can be accounted 
for by ranking IDENT[ +low] higher than other IDENT[F] constraints. Tableau for two 
selected examples in (37) are supplied below. When the input is /e+u/, the candidate [e] is 
ruled out by violating IDENT[+back] and the optimal candidate [o] incurs a violation of 
IDENT [-back], ranking lower than IDENT[+high]. MAX and DEP are omitted from the 
tableau(37). 
(37) a. anu okme -> anokme "I ate" 






b. cale irgice -> calergice "I cut a mountain" 







Another more common form of coalescence arises when a sequence of input vowels 
occurs in a particular order. This pattern may be illustrated by examples in Xhosa, a 
Niger-Congo lanugage. In this language the sequences /a+il and /a+u/ are realized as [e] 
and [o] respectively. The feature [-high] is preserved in preference to [+high]. It is crucial 
that IDENT[-back] is ranked above IDENT[+high]. The following tableau illustrates how 
the optimal forms are chosen: 
(38) a. wa-inkosi -> wenkosi "of the chiefs" 
/wa-inkosi/ 10[-high] : 10[-back] ID[+high] ID[+back] 
winkosi *! * 
wankosi *! * 
Grwenkosi * * 
wonkosi *! * 
b. na-um-ntu ->nomntu "with the person" ' 
/na-um-ntuJ 10[-high] ~ ID[-back] ID[+high] ID[+back] ID[+round] 
nemntu *! * . * 
namntu * *! 
numntu *! 
tarnomntu * 
In this section it has shown that the basic hiatus resolution typology is expanded to 
three attested patterns by introducing Margin/segment, MAX-RV, MAX-M and IDENT[F]. 
In Chichewa, glide formation occurs in addition to vowel deletion, and it is only possible 
when the preceding vowel is /u/ (Beckman 1998). This demonstrates that there is a hierarchical 
relation between these two rankings. Note that the analyses here are tentative and have 
been done in order to show that the proposed hierarchy of rankings could explain variation 
and typological results in resolving hiatus. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
In this paper we have discussed the phonological operations that apply to a sequence of 
vowels in order to resolve its hiatus. In Korean, hiatus is resolved by glide formation, glide 
insertion and vowel deletion. One of the output forms emerges as the optimal through each 
of constraint rankings. Thus, phonological variation is caused by these different phono-logical 
processes. This paper argued that constraint reranking is the best way to account for the 
variation. It was claimed that no rankings have equal phonological status. Following this 
line, I have proposed preference hierarchy between rankings to accounte for a degree of 
acceptability between variants. It was been shown by this language-specific preference 
hierarchy how one of the rankings can be selected and that the optimal form that is selected 
by the lower ranking is less acceptable. Furthermore, it has shown that the phonologized 
variation and a degree of acceptability of the variants can be accounted for by constraint 
reranking more satisfactorily than by Output-Output correspondence. 
Typological variation within the resolution of hiatus is accounted for by reranking a 
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small set of constraints with respect to ONSET. The typological consideration gives 
independent support to hierarchical relationship beween basic rankings that are derived by 
reranking the constraints like ONSET, MAX, DEP and IDENT. The parametric status of 
the hiatus-avoiding mechanism has been clarified. 
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